
Let’s Have Fun Talking  # 1
Please read what is on the back about friendly conversation.

1
Tell each other your
favorite dessert. 
Why is it your
favorite?

2
Tell each other 3
fantastic places you
have been.  Tell
about one and pass
the turn three times.

3
Tell your favorite
month of the year
and why it is your
favorite.

4
Tell each other
about a home you
once lived in.

5
Tell each other
about the people
who have made
you enjoy life more. 
How did they?

6
Tell each other your
favorite movies. 
What makes them
favorites?

7
Tell one another
about what you
liked best about
being a child (not a
teenager).

8
Tell which are or
were your favorite
card and/or table
games.  Why your
favorites?

9
Tell one another
about a favorite
inside toy when you
were a child. 

10
Tell about some of
your favorite fiction
books or stories. 
Why are they
favorites? 

11
Tell each other your
favorite soft drink,
bottled drink, or
canned drink.  Tell
why.

12
Tell about someone
who was a mentor. 

13
Tell your earliest
memory. 

14
Tell each other your
favorite smell.  

15
Tell each other
about an adventure
in the past that you
were really excited
about. 
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WHAT IS DIALOGUE?

There is probably no finer communication skill than dialogue.
Therefore, if you learn to do it, your conversations will be a lot of fun
and build strong relationships. 

DIALOGUE IS MERELY ASKING QUESTIONS

OF ONE ANOTHER

OUT OF CURIOSITY

IN ORDER TO BETTER

KNOW AND UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER

The aim of dialogue is to get to know and better understand one
another. In fact, it would be a great goal to become fascinated with
the most important people in your life — especially with their
uniqueness and difference from yourself. 

Dialogue usually means just asking the questions “Why?” and “What
do you mean?” over and over again. When you ask a person a “why”
question, it usually opens up a bit of new information about him or
her. Another “why” question yields a little more. When a “why”
question seems hard to think of, then any simple, friendly, non-
judgmental question motivated by curiosity is fine.

Such dialogue helps you find out what others really think and feel. 
It also helps others find out what you really think and feel. 

Understanding and accepting other people – deeper and deeper
through dialogue – knowing how they think and feel, as well as what
they really mean by what is said, creates much better relationships.
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GUIDELINES FOR DIALOGUE

For good dialogue, it is important to follow these ground rules:

1. You don’t need anyone’s permission to answer what is true for
you. These are your answers. But strive to be accurate. The
persons you are talking with will be trying to remember what you
said so they can better understand and enjoy you..

2. No arguing, criticizing or objecting. People hate to be criticized
over things they say. They know what they think and feel, and
they consider it absurd and insensitive if others think they know
these things better.

3. Listen in order to understand, not change, the other people.

4. Ask lots of questions (usually "Why?” or “What do you mean?”)
to clarify what is being communicated. Other clarifying questions
are: “What?”  “How?” “When?”  “How come?”  “Where?”  “In
what way?”  “Can you explain?”  “Please tell me more.”

5. Don’t give advice or break in with your own thoughts or feelings
on the subject. When the other person is through — that is,
when he or she can no longer answer more questions — you
can ask permission to share your feelings and thoughts about
the subject – but not about how the other person said things!

6. Let other people be themselves, even if they give answers that
you do not agree with or like. Instead of objecting or offering
criticism, ask “Why” questions. This helps clarify what is being
said, what he or she thinks and feels about things, and who he
or she is. Your effort to understand will be appreciated.

7. Avoid conflict over answers. There are no right or wrong
answers. There is just what a person says. He or she will
appreciate you for asking about and learning from his or her own
words.

8. Dialogue will expose some differences that might have to be
solved. Make a note of those you think might need some
discussion and problem-solving — to do later. But during
dialogue, do not bring up or try to solve problems. Solve
problems only after much dialogue has produced deeper
understanding. 


